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CYNANCHE PAROTIDMA.

TO THE EDITORS OF TIIE MONTREAL MEDICAL GAZETTE.

This epidemic, manifestly contagious, bas hitherto, I believe,
engaged but very partially the attention of medical vriters; being,
in general, left to terminate its own course, without the assistance
or employment of remedial·means, and thereby, as in similar morbid
invasions of the system, trusting too much upon those laws of -or-
ganism,* for correcting and restoring deviation from natural actions
to-their normal condition. This epidemic, howe.ver, having in this
section, and at this season, proved much more serious, and much
more dangerous, than at any other period of its prevalence, ·1 have
been -induced, from- the great number of cases which have fallen
under my own immediate auspices, to-note down.a:few observations.

The disease made its appearance in the commencement of June
ast, and has only disappeared within a few days. -The primary

symptomswere as usually described: pyrexia, soonfollowed with
a considerable tumor of the externallfauces and neck, but generally

* The 1onioeopathic practice of Hahnenan, whieh begins to count so many fol-
lowers in Germany, is nothing more than pure expectation. So inveterate and deep-
rooted are-preconceived notions and prejudices, that, accustomed to recard medi-

ines as the only means ofcombating and curing diseasestheBomnoeopatrists attri-
Oute in their treatment every favourable tendency or change to the un doubted effect
tof a millionthï trillionth, and even-quadrillionth. part of a drop of * * * &c.,

lier than to any conservative actionis of the systen itself It seems never to
nter the thoughts of many Physicians, that the all-wise Deity, in forming the

ýamirable "piece of work, man," the most complex and refined of mechanisms,
Pxosed'to innumerable.rnorbific causes,internal and external,-constantly subjected

1o a vast variety of aggressions, calculated to disturb the harmony of its actions,
eo disorderits functiois, and-to disorganio its structure, should have leftit-without
an:inherent.powers fon-its conservation.and protection.


